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PR KADECO: MOTION AND MEDIOLA EXPAND SMART HOME  
 
 
KADECO AND MEDIOLA EXPAND SMART HOME WITH MOTION FOR AUTOMATED 
WINDOW DECORATION  
 

As a leading manufacturer of privacy and sun protection systems, KADECO, in 

cooperation with mediola, brings new operating convenience to the Smart Home. The 

MOTION automated and radio-controlled privacy and sun protection systems become 

part of mediola’s integrated Smart Home system. With mediola’s universal IoT & Smart 

Home Gateway, home owners can control all of their home’s smart functions with one 

controller. From now on, MOTION sun protection can also be very easily added, allowing 

you to enjoy the comfort of smart living to the fullest. 

A growing number of consumers are discovering the benefits of a Smart Home System.  In 

this system, all sorts of functions are integrated and communicate with each other to 

enhance your quality of life. The intelligent control of heating, lighting and air conditioning 

has been on the rise for a long time. Now, an increasing number of smart devices that can 

be part of the connected home, are following suit. Think for example, of  TV, radio and 

home security and don’t forget the pre-programmed oven in the kitchen and the garden 

watering system.   

The possibilities and the number of smart applications are constantly increasing. There is 

growing enthusiasm among consumers to make the most of this technology and make 

their homes more comfortable, secure and energy-efficient. The open and cross-brand 

mediola solution with Apps and Gateway, offers the ideal platform for this. The universal 

Smart Home Gateways act as a user-friendly hub that makes all functions centrally 

operable and automatable via App and voice. 



 

 

Until recently, it was rather luxurious and futuristic, but thanks to MOTION, automated 

privacy and sun protection has become accessible and affordable for everyone. Roller and 

venetian blinds open and close at the desired moment, regardless of whether the 

occupants are at home or not. This protects privacy, achieves the desired light incidence, 

increases the feeling of security and regulates the temperature in the house. “KADECO 

launched MOTION on the German market in 2019 with great success,” says Managing 

Director, Ulf Kattelmann. “It requires no expensive electrical infrastructure and brings 

unparalleled simplicity. In combination with the innovative mediola solutions, automated 

privacy and sun protection has thus not only become affordable today, but is also 

prepared for tomorrow and can be optimally integrated into the overall control of the 

living environment,” Kattelmann continues.  

As a trendsetter and innovation driver in the German market for privacy and sun 

protection, KADECO offers the complete MOTION product range. In addition to smarter 

control, consumers can of course also manually control their roller and venetian blinds.  

This is solved very conveniently with MOTION by a simple pull on the control chain.  If your 

cell phone isn’t handy, or the cleaner needs to get to the windows, you can easily move 

the sun protection manually. “The function that allows you to just pull the chain, makes the 

everyday operation of the MOTION product range particularly simple and practical,” 

confirms Ulf Kattelmann. “The privacy and sun protection can thus be operated, not only 

by App and voice, but also manually, at any time.”  

 

The new collaboration offers consumers real added value. The mediola solution makes it 

very easy for users to combine MOTION products with all other smart devices and control 

them via a single platform, for example. This lowers the threshold for many consumers to 

build their own smart home, ensures future products can be integrated and makes it easy 

to add new elements. The virtually endless possibilities that the combination of MOTION 

and mediola creates for smart living are sure to whet your appetite for the many 

conveniences that intelligent living opens up. Discover the endless possibilities with 

MOTION for Smart Home.  

 


